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Our monthly round-the-world tour covering the hottest retail 

topics. This month, retailers are preparing for the post-covid era. 

Brick&Mortar bets on customer experience and transparency to 

get customers back in store. Meanwhile, e-commerce is 

developing new ways to retain its current customers as they are 

coming slowly but surely back to work out of home.   

 

h/commerce, Havas group consulting offer dedicated to retail, 

follows and shares with you the most striking evolutions in the 

global retail industry.h/commerce’s monthly Newsletter gives you 

an in-depth look into the retail ecosystem to decipher new 

trends: store check, data, strategies analysis, innovations. 

This Newsletter is part of a collection of thematic reports that 

aims at providing keys to understand new trends and retailers 

strategies.
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1/ 
NEWS FROM  
THE NETWORK! 



EMAIL US OR SCAN THE 
QRCODE TO PARTICIPATE AND 
ANSWER THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Participants will receive the exclusive 
results of the study before its official 

release. 

To any professional from the retail 
industry!  

h/commerce in partnership with the 
Paris Retail Week, Europe’s largest retail 
event, is conducting a global B2B study 
to find out how retailer have coped with 
the pandemic and how they envision the 
future.  

The study will give a global overview of 
the retail industry and identify the future 
trends and coming challenges. 



News from Havas Network: Havas London appointed 
by Asda as its creative agency 

British supermarket chain Asda has appointed Havas as 

its new creative agency.  

More precisely, according to a report from Asda, this 

partnership will lead to « the strategic development of the 

Asda and George brand and the supermarket’s CSR 

programme, starting with the September campaign  ». 

Eilidh MacAskill, Asda’s Vice President of Creative and 

Marketing, said: « The strategic thinking and creativity of 

the Havas team really stood out. We look forward to 

working with them ».  

https://corporate.asda.com/newsroom/2021/05/05/asda-appoints-havas-london-as-new-creative-agency

https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/article/asda-appoints-havas-advertising-account/1714743

X



2/ ADS  
OF THE MONTH



OCADO (UK) - JUST FOR YOU 
The retailer highlights its personalized offer based on a large 
range of products 



IKEA (SPAIN) - PERO A TU LADO 
The brand shows how important supporting one another is in a 
poetic way



ADIDAS (US) - IMPOSSIBLE IS NOTHING 
A documentary style campaign providing inspiration through a 
series of celebrities’ success stories 



7 ELEVEN (US) - TAKE IT TO ELEVEN 
The brand proves its commitment to its customers by always 
meeting them where they are and offering a personalized offer



ZALANDO (POLAND) - IMAGE OF GENERATION Z 
Zalando is helping young activists to reach their audience by 
capturing them in portraits painted by the artist Justyna Grodecka



PEPSI (US) - THE MESS WE MISS 
An ode to back to normal life and its carefree moments



ALIEXPRESS (FRANCE) - STADE DES PASSIONS 
A partnership with the OL French football team as an opportunity to 
encourage customers to embrace their passion



3/ 
NEWS FROM 
LEADERS



Amazon launched miniTV, an ad-supported 
streaming service within the Amazon India app.    
The service is currently available for users in India and 
is completely free. For now, miniTV can only be found 
on Amazon’s Android app. Indeed, the Amazon India 
app would be a unique destination to shop for 
products, make payments or access the new free 
streaming service.  
The miniTV’s catalog offers a range of web series, 
comedy shows, and contents covering various topics 
like tech, food etc. Users have mainly access to old 
contents, originally developed for other platforms.  
Therefore, some of the contents have been produced 
by TVF and Pocket Aces which are two of the largest 
web studios in India. Some other contents are 
supplied by famous Indian comedians.  
In the coming months, miniTV should add some new 
and exclusive contents to develop the streaming 
service. 

News  
from Amazon 

Source: Times of India

https://www.indiatoday.in/technology/news/story/amazon-launches-minitv-in-india-5-things-you-should-know-about-the-
new-free-video-streaming-service-1803684-2021-05-17

https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/15/amazon-minitv-free-streaming-service-india/

Amazon buys MGM for $8,5 million.    
Thanks to this significant acquisition, the e-commerce 
giant will own a vast library of contents consisting of 
4000 films and 17000 hours of TV. MGM contents will 
certainly make its Prime Video offer even more 
attractive. It is a great opportunity to compete with 
video streaming leaders such as Netflix and Disney 
Plus.  
Mike Hopkins, senior vice president of Prime Video 
and Amazon Studios said: « The real financial value 
behind this deal is the treasure trove of IP in the deep 
catalog that we plan to reimagine and develop 
together with MGM’s talented team ».  
This investment is Amazon’s biggest entertainment 
acquisition yet.

https://www.theverge.com/2021/5/26/22441644/amazon-mgm-acquisition-prime-video-subscription-service-james-bond

https://www.nbcnews.com/media/amazon-acquires-movie-studio-mgm-85-billion-rcna1023



Walmart is planning to offer virtual fitting rooms for its online 
shoppers.  
The company announced the acquisition of Zeekit, a start-up 
providing a technology that allows customers to try on clothes 
virtually. The start-up is already working with brands like Adidas and 
Asos.  
Thanks to this technology, customers just have to upload a photo of 
themselves and enter their body measurements to create their virtual 
body. Only then, they will be able to dress their virtual self as they 
wish. They have access to various third-party brands that Walmart 
sells on its marketplace.  
Regarding the current context, the phenomenon has a promising 
future.  

News  
from Walmart 

https://www.modernretail.co/retailers/how-virtual-fitting-rooms-became-the-next-retail-battleground/



Google announced it will open its first ever physical retail store 
next summer, in Chelsea, New York City.   
Google Store Chelsea will offer a large selection of Google products 
from Pixel, Nest, Fitbit ranges and so on. 
Interested customers would be able to order their items online (at 
GoogleStore.com) and pick them up at the store, where they will be 
invited to browse and discover all the brand’s products. Some 
experts will be there to answer their questions, fix some issues and 
help them to get the most out of their devices. The Google Store will 
also provide workshops. 
According to Google this new offer will be « an important next step 
in our hardware journey of providing the most helpful experience of 
Google, wherever and whenever people need it ». 

News  
from Google 

Source: Google Blog

https://blog.google/products/devices-services/google-store-nyc

https://www.cbnews.fr/digital/image-magasin-physique-google-new-york-61302



4/ 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
NEWS & STORIES



A GROWING E-COMMERCE 
OFFER 



INNO introduced its own online marketplace 

In early May, the Belgian department store chain INNO 

opened its digital shopping platform inno.be. This new 

online offer should be extended to other countries in the 

future.  

INNO’s CEO Armin Devender said on RetailDetail: “As 

announced last year, INNO has developed a new strategy 

to become the preeminent Belgian omnichannel retailer 

for national and international customers. Fulfilling local 

needs outstandingly is one of our core targets ». 

By turning INNO into a marketplace, the Belgian retailer 

expects to extend its offline shopping experience. Indeed, 

customers will access new brands which are not available 

in physical stores.  

inno.be will work as a real platform: each partnering brand 

takes care of the shipping of each order.  

Customers will collect loyalty points when shopping 

online, and starting this summer they will be able to 

collect or return an order directly in the stores. 

Source: Retail Detail 

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/inno-reinvents-itself-and-opens-online-marketplace



https://www.retaildetail.be/fr/news/food/asda-livre-des-courses-dans-des-boîtes-verrouillées

Asda is testing out a new delivery system: locked boxes

Asda is testing out a new way to deliver customers 

when they are away from home.  

As our lives are progressively going back to normal, the 

retailer is preparing for a post lockdown era. Over the past 

year Asda has drastically increased its online capacity and 

is now preparing to handle even more online orders in 

2021. 

Indeed, customers’ orders will be delivered in a storage 

box placed outside their home. Delivery men can open 

the secure containers thanks to a one time passcode.  

The containers are made from metal and can keep chilled 

or frozen food for several hours.  

This initiative is a way to retain online shoppers as they 

might return to work in offices in the coming months. 

Source: The Guardian 



https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2021/05/14/paypal-buys-happy-returns-in-major-push-into-wider-retail-space/

Paypal acquires Happy Returns, a returns solution provider 

Paypal recently announced its acquisition of Happy 

Returns, a returns solution provider.  

The company offers online shoppers an access to an 

easier way to send back their unwanted orders to the 

brand without any printing or packing.  

Today, Happy Returns has a network of more than 2,600 

drop-off returns locations in the U.S. 

Hundreds of brands are now partnering with this solution. 

Thanks to Happy Returns’ functionalities and logistics  

retailers can manage their returns through their own retail 

stores. 

This new acquisition will allow Paypal to guide customers 

throughout their entire customer journey. It is also a way 

to provide retailers with powerful logistics enabling them 

to compete with giants like Amazon. 

Source: Happy Returns

https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/13/paypal-acquires-returns-logistics-business-happy-returns/



Facebook expands its Live Shopping offering 

From May 21st, new live events called ‘Live Shopping 

Fridays’ will be hosted every Friday.  

These events will take the form of shoppable live streaming 

featuring beauty and fashion brands on Facebook. 

The live shopping functionality is not new on Facebook. The 

social platform first introduced live shopping in August 2020.  

Indeed, the aim of the ‘Live Shopping Friday’ events is to 

enable customers to purchase items presented during lives by 

tapping on them and checking out, without having to leave the 

livestream. Facebook is providing participating brands with the 

Facebook Shops feature to implement checkout. Of course, 

brands will also be able to answer customers’ questions in live.  

For now, partnering retailers are Abercrombie & Fitch, Clinique, 

and Sephora.  

Live streaming functionalities are becoming essential tools for 

social platforms to connect communities with brands.  

https://chainstoreage.com/facebook-launch-live-shopping-its-platform

Source: Chainstoreage



FULL STEAM AHEAD FOR 
EUROPE



JD.com will open its first distribution center in Europe

The Chinese e-commerce giant is settling in The 

Netherlands.  

After several attempts to enter the European market, 

JD.com will open a distribution center in the Dutch 

province of Limburg. The company rents a distribution 

centre of 18,000 square meters in Venray to be used as a 

warehouse as well as offices.  

Apparently, JD.com is also planning to use self-driving 

vehicles and robots to collect goods and support its staff. 

This arrival in Europe is seen as an opportunity to 

compete with its rivals Amazon and Alibaba on the 

continent.  

It seems to be the start of an expansion in Europe.  

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/jdcom-comes-europe-netherlands

Source: The Business of Fashion 



The Russian discounter Mere unveiled its Western European 
ambitions 

By the end of 2021, Mere expects to open 10 stores in 

Belgium.  

Recently, the discounter announced its plan to expand its 

chain not only in Belgium but also in the UK and in France 

and stores have already opened in Spain. 

The chain began to conquer the European market in 2018 

by opening stores in Romania, Germany, Poland, Lithuania 

and Latvia under the name Mere whereas the chain 

operates under the name Svetofor in Eastern countries.  

Mere is seen as a challenger to European hard discounters 

Aldi and Lidl, which have positioned themselves 

somewhat higher in the market in recent years, with an 

upgraded store image.  

The timing seems appropriate as German discounters’ 

offers find more and more success.

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/jdcom-comes-europe-netherlands

Source: RetailDetail



TikTok is testing in-app sales in Europe

The app is currently testing a new service providing 

retailers with the possibility to sell their items directly to 

users through the app. TikTok has initiated this partnership 

with European brands, such as Hype, a British streetwear 

brand, which is one of the first to test out the new 

functionality. Partnering brands would be able to manage a 

dedicated store into the TikTok system. More precisely, the 

functionality allows retailers to display a range of items with 

images and prices on a TikTok storefront page.  

The date for a broader launch hasn’t been communicated yet.  

However, if TikTok follows the path of its Chinese twin Douyin,  

it would develop a strong marketplace offering, a customer 

assistance and a built-in payment function in the near future.  

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/tiktok-tests-app-shopping-europe

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2021-05-11/could-tiktok-jump-into-e-commerce

Source: Unsplash



A MORE COMMITTED RETAIL 



Discounters are moving toward local products in the UK

Aldi launched a new fish range to support British fishing 

industry.    

The retailer announced the arrival of a new range of 

seasonal fishes. Aldi’s goal is to support the British fishing 

industry which has been seriously affected by the 

restaurants’ closure. It is the first time that British fish 

species are offered in Aldi’s supermarkets. Customers will 

be able to get Dover Sole, Lemon Sole, British Hake, 

Cornish Sardines and even Turbot on supermarkets’ 

shelves in the UK.  

Fishes are sourced from different independent fishermen 

mainly fishing on the south coast.  

This new local offer is in line with the company’s 

commitment to spend an additional £3.5 billion a year with 

British suppliers by 2025 to support British food producers. 

Lidl is selling a carbon neutral cheddar range in its UK 

stores. 

As part of a wider commitment to reduce carbon 

emissions across its supply chain, the discounter is 

planning to launch a carbon neutral cheddar cheese this 

year. According to Lidl UK, chilled cheese is the second 

biggest carbon emitter in the supply chain.  

Lidl UK is apparently working with Wyke Farms on the 

project. The cheese will reach a carbon neutrality thanks to 

a mixture of sustainable farming and new practices.  

Lidl will also help Wyke Farms to reduce their on-farm 

emissions through various actions.  

The intended goal is to make good food accessible to 

everyone by producing in ways that protect producers as 

well as the environment.  
https://www.esmmagazine.com/fresh-produce/aldi-launches-fish-range-british-fishing-industry-132289 https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2021/05/lidl-to-sell-carbon-neutral-cheddar-in-uk-grocery-first/

Source: Unsplash Source: Retail Gazette



Boohoo launched a new recycled collection 

The fast-fashion retailer launched a new collection 

made from recycled plastic.  

The brand is currently working with a UK-based supplier to 

create fashion items from plastic including 95% recycled 

polyester and 5% elastane. 

Boohoo added that every neck label, swing tag and 

packaging are made from recycled materials.   

This new collection comes after parent company Boohoo 

Group introduced changes to the ways it works with its 

suppliers. The Recycled collection also came with a Ready 

For The Future pledge.  

After scandals regarding the poor woking conditions in its 

factories and its negative impact on the environment,  the 

fashion retailer is woking on its image. 

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2021/05/boohoo-launches-a-new-collection-made-from-recycled-plastic/

Source: Boohoo 



P&G presents #PrideSkill, a movement that brings together 
LGBT+ people and inclusive companies

P&G announced the creation of the PrideSkill 

movement in Brazil.  

This initiative will be supported by the Fórum de 

Empresas e Direitos LGBTI+. The aim of this campaign is 

to facilitate LGBT+ people’s inclusion on the labour 

market by encouraging them to indicate « pride » as a skill 

on their professional resume or profile. The Pride Skill 

movement seeks to give the opportunity to the LGBT+ 

members to identify themselves more easily.  

The long term purpose of the movement would be to 

create a more inclusive society.  

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/integrated/pg_pride_skill



GROCERS BET ON TRANSPARENCY



Carrefour unveils the behind the scenes of its supermarkets

In May, the retailer offered an immersive experience to 

its customers in some of its supermarkets.  

For its curious customers, the retailer gave access to its 

backstage. Customers were able to observe Carrefour’s 

employees working and even help them to prepare 

products. It is a way to show them all expertises available 

within Carrefour’s supermarkets: bakery, butchery, fishery, 

florist, bakery, cheesemonger and so on.  

It is a true opportunity for the retailer to present 

Carrefour’s savoir-faire in full transparency.

https://www.lsa-conso.fr/carrefour-ouvre-les-coulisses-de-ses-hypermarches-aux-clients-les-19-et-21-mai,381668

Source: LSA



https://www.retaildetail.be/fr/news/food/asda-livre-des-courses-dans-des-boîtes-verrouillées

Lidl launched a competition to win a ‘Night at Lidl’

Lidl is giving away a night stay in one of its stores in 

Ireland.  

Those taking part in this give away will have a chance to 

win a special night.  

For the winner and its partner, a private chef will cook 

them a meal with Lidl’s products. Then a wine testing 

session will be offered by one of the retailer’s wine expert.  

Then, in the cosmetics aisle of the store they will get a 

special beauty treatment.  

The evening will end with a movie night and treats. The 

winner will have access to a bed in the middle of the 

store.  

This special experience in-store is an opportunity for the 

customer to connect with the brand.  

Launching this kind of operation implies that the brand’s 

community is not only composed of customers but also 

fans. 

Source: Lidl (https://www.nightinlidl.ie/)



5/ 
FIGURES OF  
THE MONTH



REVITALIZING BRICK & MORTAR RETAIL 
How retailers are planning to encourage customers to shop  
in-store in the 2020s?

38% 33%
of respondents believe 
that providing a continual 
evolution of the store 
concept will make their 
stores must-visit locations

believe that providing in-
store experience will make 
the i r s tores at t ract ive 
locations

9%
consider that organizing 
in-store events will turn 
their stores into must-visit 
destinations

20%
b e l i e v e t h a t o f f e r i n g 
exclusive products and 
s e r v i c e s i n - s t o re w i l l 
e n c o u r a g e p e o p l e t o 
consider the store as a 
must-visit destination

Panasonic Business x WBR Insights - The Crucial Challenges Retailers will Face in the 2020s - May 2021







h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers. 

workshop

How the world’s largest retailer turned to a click 

& mortar model to fight back against Amazon.

June 2021

July 2021

The Voice  

Revolution



Email us to discover our 2021 
catalogue that presents our services, 
from consulting services, seminars, 
to social media support…



commerce
Contact: hcommerce@havas.com 


